Minutes from Learner Services Process Improvement Team Meeting- July 15, 2011
Student Center, Room 221

Present: Juanita Franklin (Team Leader), Claudia Tonihka (Guest), Todd Kitchen (Guest), Regina Johns,
Michelle Wallace, Micaela Allison-Shropshire, Aaron Divine, Zach Pharr, Amanda Woods
Todd began the meeting by speaking about Processes
Both the update Reinstatement Form and the Software Implementation will be put in place for the Fall
2011 and used to set standards for future processes. He would like us to help him break down the
barriers of this side and that side within Learner Services and work all together as a team. As ‘issues’
come up or also referenced as the absence of process those issues will be presented to LSPIT to aid in
making things more efficient. Todd spoke on his desire to give LSPIT parameters and responsibility to
improve and develop processes without unnecessary roadblocks.
Points mentioned:
Ease of service, speed of service, and efficiency for students and staff.
EASY: excellent or exceed expectations, accessible (visible, readily accessible), simple, put you
and your expertise on it.
(Noted: Keep the above in mind while developing processes and procedure)
Software Implementation:
Aaron and Zach have been working on the approved pilot for the process. A workflow is being created
where four people will review software before it is purchased and verify that it is ADA compliant. Pilot
will start with Learner Services and hopefully go college wide eventually. Side note: Professional
Development is very excited about this pilot program.
Michelle Wallace spoke with updates:
Paper applications will not be used anymore. Students who come up to the window will be directed to a
computer against the wall between Records and Financial Aid to complete application. When the ’30
code’ is entered during the processing of an application a letter is generated and sent to the students
personal email address put on application with next steps. Admissions goal is to process applications
within 72 hours once submitted.
Prospective Student on homepage: Under the President’s picture on the NWACC homepage there is a
link to request more information. This now feeds directly into Banner and we are able to track data.

Action items:
Reinstatement form: Gina and Aaron are going to meet with Theresa again to verify purge part of term
and dates. Dates on form are specific because they work well for all of Learner Services and on the
faculty side. Gina will update form with dates for Fall 2011
Todd is going to introduce LSPIT at the next division meeting and clarify what we do.
Aaron will present the Software Implementation process at the division meeting as well.
Respectfully submitted,

Amanda Woods

